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NOISE CONTROL TECHNOLOGYFOR JET-POWERED STOL VEHICLES

Harvey H. Hubbard, David Chestnutt,and Domenic J. Maglieri
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia, U.S.A.

Introduction


In discussing noise control technology,it is
importantfirst to define the types of flight vehi-
cles involved and the nature of the system in which
they will operate. The first figure shows a sketch
of a proposed STOL aircraft. In size, shape, range,
speed, and weight it will resemblemany of today's
medium range jet transports. It does, however,
differ markedly in the way its powerplantsare
integratedinto the airframe and this is pertinent
to the main discussionsof this paper. It is sig-
nificant that these vehicles will have an integrated
lift propulsion system which providesmore lift,
a higher thrust-to-weightratio, and shortertake-
off and landing distances than current jet
transports.(1-4)

The manner in which STOL vehicles are proposed
to operate is indicated in Figure 2. In the figure
are sketches showing the relative runway dimensions
and the proposed landing-approachand take-off-
climboutprofiles for a STOL aircraftoperation
compared to CTOL. It can be seen that the STOL

aircraftwill have a markedly shorter ground run;
and will climb out from the airport and will make
its approach to the airport at steeperangles. The
STOL system is expected also to operate in close
proximity to built-up residentialand commercial
areas, and there is thus a requirementfor accept-
able noise characteristics.

Noise Goals


A noise goal of 95EPNdB at 152 m has been
put forth and has served as a guidelinefor configu-
ration studies to date. A comparisonof the esti-
mated ground-noisecontours for the proposed STOL

aircraft and a current CTOL aircraft of comparable
range is given in Figure 3. In the figure the
relative runway dimensions are indicatedhy super-
position, and the associated ground-noisecontour
for 95EPNdB is shown for each system. It can be
seen that the STOL aircraft-noisecontour closes
in a much shorter distance and encompassesa much
mailer area than the comparableCTOL noise contour.
In fact, it can be seen that the STOL noise contours
can be containedwithin the boundariesof a conven-
tional airport.

A further comparisonof the noise character-
istics of the two types of aircraft is given in
Figure 4. Effective perceived noise levels as a
function of maximum gross weight are shown as
individualdata points for severalcurrent airplanes.
Also included on the figure as a solid line are the
noise certificationvalues specifiedby Federal
Aviation Regulation 36.(5) The dashed line of the
figure indicatesthe goal proposed in the recent
Civil Aviation Research a9d Development (CARD) study
for the 1981 time period.lb) This CARD study goal
calls for approximatelya 10-EPNdBreduction in the
noise certificationlevels. Also shown on the
figure is a cross-hatchedarea at the appropriate
gross weight to indicate how the proposed STOL
vehicles will compare. The goals for the STOL

aircraft are near the bottoms of the diagrams and

are thus seen to be consistentwith the long-range
goals for CTOL as put forth in the CARD study.

In order to compare more directly the noise
goal for proposed STOL vehicles with the current
FAR 36 levels, the data of Figure 5,from Refer-

ence 4, are presented. Perceivednoise-level
values are shown for three sideline situations.
The left-handbar representspresent noise regula-
tions for CTOL at 640m. The middle bar represents

the same regulation interpolatedto a distance of
152 m and the right-handbar representsthe current
STOL noise goals also at 152 m. Thus, the latter
two bars are directly comparableand suggest that
the noise-level goals for STOL represent approxi-

mately a 30-PNdB reduction at the source compared
to those for the current STOL noise regulation.
Such a sizable reduction in noise levels requires
the effective use of noise-reductiontechnology.
The problem of accomplishingsuch a noise reduction
is difficult enough for conventionalaircraft
powerplants but may be aggravatedbecause of the
requirement for close integrationof the powerplant
with the lift-producingsystem of the aircraft.

Propulsion System Configurations


Figure 6 contains sketchesof several inte-
grated lift propulsion system concepts that are
currentlyunder study. The top-left sketch repre-
sents an externallyblown flap in which the engine
exhaust is directed toward a turning flap arrange-
ment at the rear of the wing. External blowing
can also be accomplishedby placing the engine in
such a way as to exhaust over the upper surface of
the wing, and this is indicated schematicallyin
the upper right-hand sketch. Other conceptswhich
are generally more sophisticatedin nature and
require more camplex hardware configurationsare
those at the bottom of the chart. The lower left-
hand figure representsan augmenter wing configura-
tion in which the engine exhaust flow is ducted
first into the wing and then out of a wing slot
into a flap augmenter system. The lower right-hand
sketch represents an internallyblown flap arrange-
ment whereby the internallyducted engine airflow
is ekhausted over a shieldingflap. The above
concepts are at the present time in various stages
of development and thus no attempt will be made to
provide direct comparisonevaluations. It is known,
however, that the basic engine cycle requirements
differ from one of these configurationsto the
other and thus entirely new engine developments
can be anticipated.

Figure 7 serves to characterizethe required
engine cycles for the different integrated lift
propulsion systems. Fan pressure ratio and exhaust
velocity are shown as a function of engine bypass
ratio. It can be seen that both the fan pressure
ratio and the engine exit velocity decrease
markedly as a function of bypass ratio. As indi-
cated by the hatched areas, the preferred operating
range for the augmenterwing and IBF concepts
involve relativelyhigh fan pressure ratios, and
low engine bypass ratios,whereas the relatively

low fan pressure ratios and high engine bypass
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ratios are being consideredfor the EBF and upper
surfaceblowing configurations. The close integra-
tion of the engine with the airframe in order to
provide lift augmentationprovides sources of noise
as indicated in Figure 8.

The schematicdiagramsof Figure 8 indicate
the noise sources for a conventionalfan engine at
the left and those for an integratedlift propul-
sion.systeminvolving a fan engine at the right.(1)
At the bottom of the figure are diagrams illus-
trating the nature of the associatednoise spectra.
The conventionalfan engine has noise sourcesboth
external to the engine and internalto the engine,
and the main directionsof noise radiationare
indicated. In this type of engine the noise spectra
contain discrete frequency componentsfrom the
rotatingmachinery sources and broad band noise
due mainly to the jet exhaust.

The lift augmentationsystemhas the noise
sources indicated for the basic engine plus the
noise of the engine ekhaust interactionwith the
wing and turning flap components. The associated
noise spectra are similarto those for the basic
engine except that a substantialamount of inter-
action noise is observed and this is especially
intense at the lower frequencies. Noise controlof
a STOL powerplant thus involvesthose technology
items which relate to the basic engine plus those
which relate to the wing and flap mechanisms.

Basic Engine Noise Sources


The data of Figures 9 through 12 relate to the
noise generation by the basic fan engine and illus-
trate approaches to control of both internallyand
externally generated noise. The fan is a major
saurce of internall,ygeneratednoise and a summary
of fan noise data is given in Figure 9(4) in which
the maximum sidelinenoise levels are shown as a
function of fan pressure ratio. The data shown are
from families of researchfans and same fan engines.
It can be seen that a wide range of noise levels is
associatedwith the fan componentdependingon its
configurationand operatingcondition. Significant
factors are fan pressure ratio, number of stages,
tip speed, component spacing,blade-vanenumber,
and reflection considerations. The lowest noise
levels are associatedwith single stage, low-tip-
speed machines operatingat the lower fan pressure
ratios.

Source considerationsalone are not adequate
for meeting the STOL noise goal of 95 EPNdB and
hence additional noise-controlapproadhesmust be
considered. One of these involves the use of
acoustic duct liners, and the range of noise levels
obtainable is indicatedby the stippledarea. The
manner in which such treatmentmight be applied to
a fan engine is illustratedin Figure 10.0) This
is a sectional view of the engine and the dark
shaded areas are those in which absorptivematerials
would be placed both for fore and aft noise reduc-
tion. Although such materials have been demonstrated
to be effective in noise control, there may in same
cases be excessive weight, volume, or aerodynamic
losses involved.(7)

An alternativemethod for inlet noise control
is illustrated in Figure 11. Sketches are shown of
three different concepts of hardware arrangementsto
accomplish inlet choking. The main objective for


inlet choking is to provide a localizedregion of
high Mach number flow ahead of the noise producing
elements of the engine in order to substantially
impede noise propagationin the directionagainst
the flow. The device on the left representsa
translatingcenter body in which the choked flow
occurs in the vicinity of the minimum area. Other
minimum area concepts are shown by the center
sketch which involvestranslatingairfoil-shaped
vanes and the sketchon the right which involves
thickened or rotating inlet guide vanes. Consider-
able effort is underway to evaluatethese concepts
from a performancestandpoint.

The jet is a major source of externallygener-
ated noise, and jet velocity is the most powerful
factor in noise generation. The jet noise .situa-
tion for a vaTiety of jet engines is illustrated
in Figure 12.(1) The hatched region represents
a large number of measurementsfrom engines, and
these have been normalizedto the same thrust level.
It can be seen that the noise levels are relatively
high at the higher velocitiesand reduce substan-
tially as jet exhaustvelocity is reduced. At the
top of the figure are shown sketches suggestingthe
kinds of jet engines representedby the different
velocity regimes. The turbojet engines are repre-
sented by the data at the far right of the curve
and the high bypass ratio fan engines at the
extreme left of the curve. The high bypass ratio
engines have been designed to take advantageof the
beneficial effects of reduced velocity.

An importantconsiderationin jet engine noise
is the fact that at the lower velocitiesthere
appears to be a significantamount of noise in
excess of that attributedto the jet mixing phenom-
ena. This suggeststhe possibilityof the effec-
tiveness of tailpipe acoustic treatmentsince this
additionalnoise is believed to arise from phenomena
inside of the engine. Although exhaustnoise
suppressorsmay be useful at high velocities,
effective suppressorshave not been developed for
the low velocity range.

Jet-SurfaceInteractionNoise


Jet-surface interactionnoise arises fram the
various interactionsof surfacesplaced in the
vicinity of the jet engine exhaust in the process
of integratingthe engine into the airframe. Inter-
action noise is sensitiveto geometry and flow
conditions and thus its relative importancevaries
from one configurationto another.

ExternallyBlown


An indicationof noise level increasesdue to
interactioneffects is given in Figure 13.03) The
sound pressure levels are shown as a function of
frequency for a test arrangementhaving a Wing plus
turning flap, and a free fan jet exhaust for com-
parison. The spectra contain both broad band and
discrete tone components. It can be seen that the
most obvious change in the noise spectrumdue to
surface interactionsis at the lower frequencies
which are intensifiedby as much as 20 dB. The
significanceof this low-frequencynoise and
associatedvibrationshas not as yet been evaluated
in human response.

The sources of interactionnoise are at present
not well defined,particularlyfor the complex
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turning flap configurationsof interest. An attempt
is made in Figure 14, however, to identify same
possible noise saurces for the type of configura-
tion of interest for externallyblown flaps.0)
In addition to the internal and externaljet noise,
there are leading- and trailing-edgenoise sources
for each of the flow turning elementsand scrubbing
or impingementnoise on same of the larger scale
surfaces.

Same possible mechanisms of generationfor
such interactionnoises are given in Figure 15.
Interactionnoise results from the interruptionof
the free mixing inflow stremmlinesdue to the
presence of a solid surface such as a wing. Other
sources are the scrubbingaction of the flow along
the surface,and inflow turbulencewhich induces
fluctuatinglift forces at the leading edge of the
airfoil. Surface impingementin some cases results
in a pattern of correlatedfluctuatingpressures
on the airfoil surfacesand these result in acoustic
radiation to the far field. Another source of
noise is the trailing-edgediscontinuitywhich
results in an abrupt impedancechange for the flow
as it leaves the airfoil. Because of the signifi-
cance of the details of the flow on or near the
impinged surfaces,there is considerableinterest
in the possibility of changing the characterof
the flow and thus beneficiallyaffectingthe noise
radiation. This has led to a seriesof qugies of
the effects of airfoil surface treatment.0)

Significantfactors in the generationof flow
interactionnoise are indicatedin Figure 16 as the
wing flap geometry includingairfoil chord lengths,
thicknesses,span lengths, and locationsrelative
to the engine exhaust; the velocity and turbulence
level of the impinging jet flow, and the turning
angles of the flow.(4) Although none of these
factors have been completelyevaluated,an attempt
will be made in succeedingfigures to indicate
same of their effects on the radiatednoise.

Figure 17 illustratesthe effect of impinge-
ment velocity on the overall noise levels from an
externallyblown flap configurationcompared to
similar noise level data for the nozzle alone.04)
It can be seen that the noise levels increase
markedly as the velocity increasesand the flap
noise levels are markedly higher than for the nozzle
alone. Furthermore,the slopes of the two curves
are different. The data for the nozzle alone tend
to follow the familiar eighth power law, whereas
the flap data tend to follow a sixth power law.
Since the flap impingementvelocity has such a
significanteffect on the radiatednoise, there is
considerableinterest in procedures for reducing
the velocity values.

One possible noise control procedure for an
externallyblown flap arrangementinvolvesthe use
of velocity decay nozzles to substantiallyalter
the mean flow velocity patterns in the region of
the flap surfaces. The resultingvelocity patterns
obtained by means of this approach are illustrated
in Figure 18.0-0) The solid curve representsthe
ratio of local velocity to maximum jet center-line
velocity at various axial distancesfrom the nozzle
for a circular jet. The dashed curve represents
similarvelocity data for a segmentednozzle which
is designed to increase the rate of mixing of the
primary flow with the ambient air. This results in
lower values of local mean flow velocity in the


vicinity of the impinged surfaces. This approach

is a valid one for noise reductionsdue to flow
impingement;however, there is a need for effective
noise control procedures for the nozzles themselves.

Jet noise levels can be adversely affected by
the presence of a surface such as a wing or turning
flap, and the effects are a function of the rela-
tive locations of the surface. These effects are
illustratedin Figures 19 and 20 (from unpublished
work by D. Chestnutt,W. L. Copeland, and L. R.
Clark). Figure 19 indicatesthe relative noise
levels measured at 900 to the jet axis for a jet in
the presence of a straightand a curved surface
compared to the case of the jet alone. It can be
seen that the noise levels are higher than for the
jet alone for a range of radial distances. Similar
results are given in Figure 20 for a range of axial
separationdistances. It thus follows that the
relative locations of the engine and the wing-flap
surfaces are importantand are a possible means
for noise control.

Flap turning angle also has significanteffects
as indicated by the data from a model setup of an
externallyblown flap in Figure 21.00 Sound
pressure levels are shown as a function of frequency
for the nozzle alone as a baseline for camparison
and for flap configurationsfrom 00 to 600. The
net result is that the observed flap noise levels
exceed those of the basic bypaSs nozzle by a signif-
icant amount at all frequenciesand particularly
at the lower frequencies. Increases in noise levels
are seen to be associatedwith an increase in the
flow turning angle.

Upper Surface Blowing


Because of the observationthat flow turning by
flaps is a noisy process, the question arises as
to whether or not a quietermeans of flow turning
might be used. This has led to a renewed interest
in flaps in which the flow to be turned is attached
to the upper surface of the airfoil and turns
because of the coanda principle. Same example
noise radiation pattern results are given in
Figure 22 in which similarnoise level data ai-e
compared for lower and upper surfaceblowing.0)
The solid curve relates to a circular jet and
external blown flap arrangement,whereas the dashed
curve is for an upper surfaceblowing configuration
with a slot nozzle of equivalentarea. It can be
seen that the latter configurationgenerates noise
levels which are generallylower at all azimuth
angles and particularlyin the downward direction.

The noise sources in an upper surface blowing
configurationcan be identifiedwith the aid of
Figure 23. They include the internal disturbance,
the scrubbingof the attached flow on the flap, the
trailing edge of the flap, and the primary and
secondaryjet mixing regions.

In many, if not all, turning flap configura-
tions, the airfoil trailing edges may be important
noise sources. The radiationpattern due to airflow
over the trailing edge of a solid surfmce is given
in the central sketch of Figure 24.0-1) In same
respects the pattern resembles that of a dipole
source and the noise radiated follows approximately
a sixth power law of velocity. The introductionof
an impedance gradient in the vicinity of the trail-
ing edge as indicated schematicallyin the lower
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right-handsketchis effectivein markedlyreducing Conferenceon AircraftPropulsion,NASALewis
theradiatednoise. Thisresulthas intensified ResearchCenter,Cleveland,Ohio,November18-19,
interestin thepossibleuse of porousedgesfor 1970. NASASP-259,pp. 169-209.
airfoilnoisecontrol.

ConcludingRemarks


Thematerialof thispaperconstitutesa brief
progressreporton theproblemof communitynoise
controlfor jet-poweredSTOLvehicles.Noisegoals
havebeen discussedalongwithnoisecontrol
approachesformeetingthesegoals. Suchconsidera-
tionsas thebasicenginecycle,theconceptsof
engine-airframeintegration,andthe detailsof
the liftaugmentationgystemare identifiedas
beingsignificantin noisecontrol.Needsare
citedfora betterunderstandingof thenoise
sourcesand the physicalmechanisms,andthemanner
in whichhumansrespondto low-frequencynoiseand
vibrationstimuli.Otherfactorswhichmustbe
adequatelyconsideredto providea usefulSTOL
vehicledesignare the noiseandvibrationenviron-
mentsof the interiorspacesand the sonicfatigue
of the airframe,particularlythe flapstructure.
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Figure 7. Relationshipsbetween fan engine bypass
ratio, fan pressure ratio, and jet ekhaust
velocity.
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Figure 10. Schematicillustrationof the areas of
possible applicationof acousticalduct treatment
in a high bypass ratio fan engine.
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Figure 8. Schematic illustrationsof the noise
source locations and the characteristicspectra
of conventionaland blown flap propulsion
systems.
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tions of externallyblown flap noise sources.
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